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INFUSED WITH AN ELEVATED SENSE OF STYLE AND PROPORTION, A HOUSE 

NEAR BEVERLY HILLS RECEIVES TALLER CEIL INGS, EXPANDED OUTDOOR SPACES 

AND INTERIORS REIMAGINED WITH ARTFUL SOPHISTICATION.

W r i t t e n B Y  LINDA HAYES    p H oto g r a p H Y B Y  KARYN MILLET

heightened 
    awareness

INTERIOR DESIGN Cari Berg, Cari Berg Interior Design  

ARCHITECTURE Tim Campbell, Studio Tim Campbell 

HOME BUILDER Stephen Davis, Industrial Strength Development Inc.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Brian Farrell, Land Plan Landscaping

BEDROOMS 5      BATHROOMS 6      SQUARE FEET 5,559
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F
or designer Cari Berg and architectural designer Tim 

Campbell, the task of transforming an outdated dwelling 

near Beverly Hills into a stylish contemporary home was 

all about elevating it to reflect the tastes and desires of 

its owners, Paul and Renée Haas, and their daughters, Maggie and 

Abby. “We wanted the overall feel to be sophisticated, but also open 

and homey, and not too done,” says Renée. “We also have people over 

a lot and wanted to be able to use the entire property, inside and out.” 

In addition to elevating the aesthetics, the designers, who worked with 

builder Stephen Davis on the project, were looking to elevate the physical 

volumes as well. “The ceilings were low, the kitchen was tiny, and the living 

room felt very closed off from the rest of the house,” says Berg. “We needed 

to open it up and give it some personality.” Achieving that goal took an 

inspired move by Campbell. “It was either insanity or genius,” he explains. 

“It’s a two-story house, so in order to create taller ceilings in portions of the 

ground floor, we lowered the floors in those areas. We took out walls, lowered 

the foundation, then put the walls back in to get 10-foot-tall ceilings.” In the 

Designer Cari Berg and architectural designer 
Tim Campbell reinvented a house near Beverly 
Hills with a spacious and sophisticated feel. In 
the living room, Berg refinished the owners’ 
coffee table and paired it with a rug from The Rug 
Company. Left: Lacquered paneling complements 
the entry’s bronze-plated-and-stone staircase.
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Vintage lamps stand on either side of 
a refinished sideboard against a wall 
of the dining room. A Pierre Antoniucci 
piece from the owners’ sizable art 
collection hangs on the wall.

process, Campbell reconfigured the main level to include a spacious 

open-plan kitchen and family room, and the second floor was redone with 

greater bedroom space and higher ceilings. For a more refined effect, exteriors  

were refinished with concrete stucco, and the fasciae were redesigned. 

Inside, the owners’ substantial art collection played an important role in the 

design decisions. “Normally, we would have opened up the house with walls 

of glass and expanded the view,” explains Campbell. “We did that, but we 

were also sensitive to leaving walls for the art.” The collection impacted Berg’s 

choices as well. “Their specific artwork, along with the idea of a changing 

collection, inspired the palette so that any space could accept any piece.” 

To that end, Berg selected relatively neutral colors ranging from shades of 

charcoal to silvery gray. For impact, she added a gray lacquer finish to the 

distinctive paneling Campbell designed for the kitchen and family room. The 

paneling acts as a dramatic backdrop for a sculptural bronze-plated-and-

stone stairway in the entry, which separates the family and living rooms. 
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Ebanista’s Bardot chandelier suspends above 
the owners’ McGuire dining table and chairs, 
which Berg restained and repainted, respectively. 
Draperies are made with a silk blend from Jim 
Thompson, and the wallcovering is from Phillip 
Jeffries. The photograph is by Elena Dorfman.
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While the footprint of the living room did not change much, the increased 

ceiling height contributes to a luxuriously spacious feel, as do new glass 

doors, which fold seamlessly away. Silver-gray grass cloth adds texture to 

the walls, against which artwork and furnishings, including a blue lacquered 

coffee table and a sofa covered with an Opuzen stripe, stand out. A custom 

corner bench offers seating in what had been lost space. “The room is sexy 

and more formal than the rest of the house,” says Berg. “It functions better 

now, especially when the owners want to entertain.” 

Berg continued the textured, layered approach in the master bedroom, where 

she introduced a silky wallcovering and a linen-upholstered bed standing on 

a soft, geometrically patterned rug. “When you have the hectic lives that 

people have in L.A., you want to make sure that when they go to bed at night 

they have a soothing, relaxing space to come back to,” the designer says.
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Adjoining the kitchen and reflecting its color 
scheme, the family room features a Calacatta 
marble-topped bar, a custom Donghia sofa 
and a custom black shagreen-covered cocktail 
table. Polished-nickel open shelves punctuate 
the room’s lacquered paneling.

Campbell opened the kitchen space so that it 
would be more functional and flow with the rest 
of the house. Calacatta marble countertops 
complement the custom paneled cabinetry. 
The bar chairs are also custom, as is the table, 
which features a Pure White Caesarstone top.
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The master bedroom features a luxurious 
mix of tactile materials, from a silk Phillip 
Jeffries wallcovering to a custom bed 
upholstered with Pindler & Pindler linen. 
The lamps are vintage, and the viscose 
rug is from Aga John Oriental Rugs.
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The expanded backyard area offers a further respite, with its new patios, 

infinity-edge pool, outdoor dining pavilion, and poured-concrete seating 

area complete with fire pit. With the exception of the dining pavilion, 

which was created by Campbell, landscape designer Brian Farrell designed 

and installed all of the outdoor spaces. “It was a very creative project that 

incorporates everything from LED lighting systems to water features,” says 

Farrell. “The owners wanted to be able to make as much use of the outdoor 

area as possible, and they let our design minds go.”

Challenges aside, the versatility of the final result is what Davis finds so 

exciting about the project. “The trick was building a family house that, with 

very little effort, could turn into a substantial entertaining home,” he says. 

“It goes from wonderful to out-of-this-world.” L
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Above: Campbell designed the streamlined 
dining pavilion, which Berg appointed with a 
table by Dedon and woven chairs by Janus et Cie.  
Draperies made with Perennials fabric lend 
softness. Right: A sand-finished concrete 
path at the entry is lined with acacia, and 
the sculptures are by Jim Budish.

Landscape designer Brian Farrell gave the 
grounds distinct destinations, including a 
poured-concrete seating area anchored by 
a fire pit. A hedge of Euonymus japonicus, 
encircling the built-in bench, along with 
oak and redwood trees, affords the space 
a protected feel.
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